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Summary:
Started tracking tortoises less frequntly due to lower activity this time of year. All
tortosies will be tracked every two weeks, the two most recently translocated tortoises
will be tracked once a week. This week all tortoises were tracked to their normal den
locaitons.
The on-site foxes still remain at the den just north of the MSA. Traps were set inside and
outside the MSA to catch the kit fox in the MSA. The on-site juvenile was caught in one
of the outside traps, she was collared and released. No foxes were trapped in the MSA, it
would appear there are no kit foxes in the MSA. All security cameras in the MSA that
were set up for the kit foxes have been taken down. The one-way exit set up in the MSA
for the kit foxes has also been taken out. Bait stations were started again on Friday in an
effort to lead the kit foxes out of the project area to the east. All other kit foxes were
tracked daily and remain at their typical den locations.
Aggregate continued removing vegetation in block 12. First Solar had a tractor removing
vegetation in blocks 6, 7, & 8 around the kit fox buffer that is in block 6. Syntech
continued survey work in blocks 3 & 4. Work in the substation and the collections
system also continued.
Fence inspections were decreased to once a week due to less activity in the tortoises,
however, the fence line was driven on Friday because of the rains the previous night.
These inspections were completed without issue. All pond netting and cables were
removed with no issues, there has been no raven activity near the pond. Wheel wash
working properly, however, there is excess water flowing and pooling on-site in the
mornings.

Monday:
California Department of Fish and Game biologist set up traps inside and outside of the
MSA to try to catch the kit fox we believe is in the MSA. All kit foxes were tracked and
remained in their typical den locations throughout the week. Aggregate continued
working in block 12. Syntech continued staking in block 4. Beta continued underground
conduit work and continued drilling and pouring foundations for poles.

Tuesday:
California Department of Fish and Game caught the onsite juvenile in a trap outside of
the MSA. It was collared and released. No kit fox in MSA. All kit foxes were tracked to
their normal den locations. Syntech continued staking in block 4. Aggregate continued
grading block 12 and installing vaults in block 12. First Solar removed vegetation
outside of buffer area around the on-site kit fox den in block 6,7&8. 30-day
preconstruction burrowing owl surveys performed for 150 meter buffer outside of project
area for blocks 14, 15, & 19. Phase 3 burrowing owl surveys done in block 6. A lot of
pooling water at water tanks on east side of pond.

Wednesday:
All foxes were tracked to their normal den locations. Aggregate still grubbing in block
12. First Solar removing vegetation in blocks 6,7&8. Syntec staking in block 4. Netting
and cables taken off the pond today. Monthly Weed Survey done on areas outside project
area, only 1 weed found. Burrow checks done on burrowing owl burrows scattered
throughout project to determine activity.

Thursday:
All kit foxes tracked to their normal den locations. Kit fox cameras pulled out of MSA.
Aggregate continued grading in block 12 and installing vaults in block 12. First Solar
removed vegetation in blocks 6,7&8. 30-day preconstruction burrowing owl survey
performed in block 13 to cover buffer for block 12. New sleeve was put on spout at
water tank on east side of pond. This directs water into water truck without excessive
runoff. Light rain in the afternoon.

Friday:
Kit foxes were tracked to normal den locations. One way door for kit fox taken out of
MSA. Bait stations started again this evening. Night tracking for onsite kit foxes also
being done. Beta continued working at the substation. Vegetation removal occurred
outside of buffer area around the on-site kit fox den in block 6,7&8. Burrow checks done
on existing burrowing owl burrows to determine if they are active. Fence line was driven
today to look for breaches due to significant rain last night. Netting on material in the
MSA was checked for holes. Bait stations started again for kit foxes, trying to lure them
off the project site to the east. Night time tracking of the onsite kit foxes also performed.

Saturday:
Kit fox tracking and daily checks were completed without issue. Nighttime baiting
occurred along with nighttime tracking of onsite kit foxes. No construction activities
requiring a biological monitor occurred. Recently translocated tortoises were tracked and
found in their normal dens.

Sunday:
Kit fox tracking and daily checks were completed without issue. Bait stations set up
again, with night time tracking occurring. No construction activities requiring a
biological monitor occurred.

